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Executive Summary
1. We remain cautious in our approach, preferring Bitcoin and Ethereum over alternative 

smart contract platforms and decentralised finance or metaverse tokens. High cost-
push inflation figures and slow growth due to supply chain challenges continue to cre-
ate an uncertain macroeconomic scenario which can turn into a recession.

2. In terms of monthly performance, June 2022 has been one of the worst months in over a 
decade for Bitcoin, as the apex digital asset corrected by 35% within 30 days.

3. Entities having significant exposure to the Terra Luna ecosystem have been at the origin 
of the current liquidity crisis. One of the major crypto hedge funds – Three Arrows Cap-
ital - is insolvent, and multiple crypto lending services have stopped the withdrawal of 
funds and are fighting for their survival.

4. Contrary to CeFi lending/borrowing platforms, DeFi applications have been running 
smoothly, showing the viability of open, permissionless finance and the potential for  
future growth and adoption.

5. Solana and Avalanche have lost more than 80% of their value this year. But they con-
tinue the development, as Avalanche launched a bitcoin native bridge called Core, and  
Solana, despite multiple network downtimes, has announced their blockchain smart-
phone and mobile platform.

Contact
research@seba.swiss
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1.  
Outlook
June 2022 has been one of the most devastating months in the history of crypto markets. The 
total market capitalisation dropped by approximately USD 500 billion after the massive fall 
in May, and it is now less than USD 1 trillion. The last time the crypto market capitalisation 
was below USD 1 trillion was in February 2021, more than 15 months ago. This correction can 
be attributed to several specific crypto events that we will discuss further in this article. It is 
essential to note that deteriorating macroeconomic data, tighter financial conditions, and 
the ongoing war in Ukraine paint an unattractive investment landscape. All traditional asset 
classes have been affected by rising inflation, slower than expected growth numbers, and 
the tense geopolitical situation.

The performance of the SEBAX® Index, a selection of blue-chip cryptocurrencies, quanti-
fied the extent of the capitulation: it corrected by 32% in the last 30 days. Over the same 
period, Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) corrected by 35% and 40%, respectively. AAVE, a 
decentralised borrowing and lending platform, has been particularly impacted as its price 
dropped by 46%. The other coins we cover (see Table 1) have done relatively better, but all 
record a negative performance.

On a year-to-date (YTD) basis, bitcoin has been more resilient (-58%) than the overall crypto 
market as multiple other digital asset prices have fallen more, with Ethereum down by 71%. 
Last year outperformers such as platform chains Solana (SOL) and Avalanche (AVAX) re-
corded significant price corrections of more than 80%.

We have started covering metaverse tokens, Decentraland (MANA), The Sandbox (SAND), 
and Enjin Coin (ENJ) in our monthly analysis in a limited capacity. The market capitalisation 
weighted SEBA Metaverse Index (SMETA) includes these three coins and provides a good 
overview of price development in this sector.

All traditional asset classes 
have been affected by rising 
inflation, slower than  
expected growth numbers, 
and the tense geopolitical 
situation

Table 1: Performance of SEBAX® Index and SEBA Bank universe assets as of 3 July 2022

30 Days 90 Days YTD 365 Days

SEBAX -32% -66% -68% -56%

BTC -35% -58% -58% -45%

ETH -40% -69% -71% -54%

LTC -20% -59% -65% -65%

XLM -24% -52% -59% -59%

ADA -19% -61% -65% -69%

DOT -27% -69% -74% -57%

SOL -14% -74% -80% -3%

AVAX -32% -82% -85% 35%

UNI -4% -56% -71% -76%

LINK -16% -63% -68% -68%

AAVE -46% -74% -77% -79%

SNX -3% -58% -53% -70%

YFI -23% -76% -83% -83%

MANA -14% -67% -74% 44%

SAND -20% -69% -82% 276%

ENJ -23% -72% -81% -59%

Source: SEBA Bank, Coin Metrics
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The consequences of the Terra Luna (LUNA and UST) fiasco are still being felt in the market. 
Multiple entities with significant exposure to these assets suffered a major liquidity crisis 
in June. It became public with Celsius, a centralised crypto lending platform, stopping the 
withdrawal of user funds on 13 June 2022. This event set panic in the market, and depos-
itors started moving their funds from similar platforms, like BlockFi, Nexo, Babel Finance, 
Vauld, and many more. 

A major crypto hedge fund, Three Arrows Capital (3AC), borrowed from some of these cen-
tralised lending services and had exposure to the Terra Luna ecosystem. In the following 
weeks, 3AC failed to fulfil its debt obligations, causing centralised finance (CeFi) entities 
to lose billions of dollars. In the last week of June 2022, the British Virgin Islands ordered 
the liquidation of 3AC. We talked about the state of these entities in one of our last month’s 
Crypto Market Monitors; click here to read more.

Given these market conditions, negative sentiment among investors continues to domi-
nate, and it seems the full extent of this liquidity crisis is not over yet. On 4 July, one more 
CeFi entity called Vauld stopped activity for all users citing financial challenges. They wit-
nessed outflows of approx. USD 200 million since 12 June, and they also laid off 30% of 
their employees last month. One of the most prominent players in this ecosystem, BlockFi, 
suffered heavy losses due to their exposure to 3AC and thus they are in talks to be acquired 
by FTX, a leading crypto exchange.

In our last month’s Digital Investor, we asked the question if we are in crypto winter, and its 
answer is more evident than ever. We have been cautiously navigating the crypto markets 
for the past couple of months and continue the same outlook this month. Like the previ-
ous month, we are constructive on the leading digital assets BTC and ETH and cautious  
regarding alternative layer 1 platforms, DeFi, and metaverse tokens.

Considering last month’s performance, this positioning did not produce the expected 
performance. Still, we believe it was a unique occurrence as these are the critical assets 
that act as collateral in lending protocols and last month’s massive liquidations caused 
unwanted returns. We have deployed additional cash to better equip ourselves for any 
opportunities that may present themselves in the coming month.
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2.  
Bitcoin
Bitcoin price dropped by 35% in the last 30 days, more than most other cryptocurrencies  
except for ETH and AAVE. The price-performance can be attributed to liquidations of  
massive collateral used by multiple CeFi entities and high selling pressure caused by  
reduced miner revenue.

June 2022 was the worst performance month for Bitcoin in more than a decade. The last time 
BTC witnessed a similar performance was in 2011. With concerns of rising inflation figures, 
and a potential recession in the coming months, on-chain activity for the Bitcoin network 
has slowed, and there is an increase in accumulation trend score, indicating that long-term 
holders are gradually increasing their portfolio size.

Figure 1: Monthly performance of Bitcoin since 2010
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After China banned crypto mining, the Bitcoin hash rate recovered vigorously in the sec-
ond half of 2021, to reach an all-time high in June 2022. The higher the hash rate, the 
more difficult it is to mine a block and get rewards. In other words, the cost of mining has 
increased while the price of bitcoin started falling in November 2021, leading to a decline 
in minersʼ profitability. The recent fall in the hash rate indicates that the decrease in miner 
profitability has caused miners to disconnect some of their newly added capacity.
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Figure 2: Bitcoin hash rate and miner revenue for the last year
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Further, publicly listed Bitcoin mining companies act as a proxy for investors who do not 
want to hold the asset directly but still want to gain exposure. Leveraging this philosophy, 
these mining companies started to accumulate Bitcoin that they generated through block 
rewards and transaction fees, increasing their reserves and hence investor confidence. 
They paid for mining operations through capital raised by offering equity or taking on com-
pany debt. But the recent decrease in miner revenue has caused some of these entities to 
sell their Bitcoin to cover costs. Sometimes, they sold more coins than they generated in a 
month. We discussed this in more detail in one of our Crypto Market Monitors last month; 
read it here.
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3.  
Ethereum
Ethereum has been going through a tough time in terms of price performance, and it is down 
71% this year and 40% in the last month alone. The current fiasco of CeFi lenders laying off 
employees and restricting access to user funds started with an Ethereum synthetic asset 
called stETH.

As the Ethereum blockchain is moving to a proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus mechanism, val-
idators required to keep the network secured must deposit 32 ETH to qualify as a validator. 
But these assets, once deposited, are locked in for more than a year or until after the Merge 
is successful. To provide liquidity for users who want to stake their ETH to secure the network 
but also want liquidity, Lido Finance had (LDO) the solution. In exchange for one ETH, one 
stETH was issued, which is a synthetic asset that accrues staking yield and can be redeemed 
for equivalent amount of ETH after the Merge. But as the value of one stETH started detach-
ing from one ETH, the panic was set in the market, and users rushed to swap their stETH for 
ETH, creating a liquidity crisis for entities with massive exposure to stETH, like Celsius. Read 
more about this in one of last month’s Crypto Market Monitor. 

Figure 3: Ethereum transaction count and active addresses

Figure 4: Supply of Ethereum (ETH) on smart contracts vs. on exchanges
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Source: SEBA Bank, Coin Metrics
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These events reduced investor confidence in stETH and ETH for the short term, and Ethe-
reum active addresses and transaction count kept decreasing. It touched very low levels 
not seen in more than a year (figure 3). The uncertainty around holding ETH is also caused 
by the highly expected Merge of the Beacon chain, completing the transition of Ethereum, 
and thus ushering in a new era. However, concerns regarding efficient scaling of Ethereum 
are increasing as one of the critical protocols dYdX recently decided to part ways with 
Ethereum and chose to build its own chain in the Cosmos ecosystem.

Further, the supply of Ethereum on smart contracts has reduced as the investor confidence 
in the decentralised finance (DeFi) ecosystem has been shaken, given the fall of Terra 
Luna (LUNA) and its stablecoin (UST), reduced activity on the network, drop in Total Value 
Locked (TVL) and many such reasons. Subsequently, the supply of ETH on exchanges has 
increased, indicating sell pressure.
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4.  
Alternative Blockchains
All the alternative blockchain assets we cover have performed better than the leading  
assets, Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH), but recorded negative performance. The smart 
contract platform Avalanche (AVAX) declined by 32%, followed by a 27% correction for the 
interoperability ecosystem Polkadot (DOT) and 24% for Stellar (XLM).

Litecoin (LTC) implemented one of the most anticipated upgrades to its network called  
MimbleWimble, a couple of months ago. It enhances the privacy of the transactions while 
reducing the data required to send transactions and thus enhancing the scalability of 
the network. But several centralised exchanges have delisted Litecoin, citing Anti-Money  
Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) laws.

Avalanche (AVAX) launched Bitcoin bridge through their browser extension web3 wallet, 
called Core. It enables native Bitcoin support on the Avalanche ecosystem, allowing Bitcoin 
holders to directly access extensive earning and yield opportunities on DeFi applications. 
Important to note that this native Bitcoin support is only available through Core browser 
extension and is not yet supported by Metamask or any other wallet.

Solana (SOL) blockchain continues to gain new users despite facing the massive challenge 
of multiple network outages in the past. Solana has the second biggest NFT ecosystem after 
Ethereum. Their leading NFT marketplace, Magic Eden, raised USD 130 million last month 
at a valuation of USD 1.6 billion, with plans to expand across multiple blockchains. Solana 
announced their new smartphone device and platform to bring blockchain applications na-
tively to the device. It is expected to be available in second half of 2023.

Table 2 shows the comparison between different proof-of-stake blockchains. Solana has 
the highest percentage of market cap staked, followed by Cardano (ADA) and Avalanche. 
While Ethereum has the most significant number of validators even before it is transitioned 
to PoS. Polkadot offers the best yield, followed by Avalanche.

Blockchain Value staked 
(USDbn)

% of market 
cap staked

Yield % Inflation % Net yield (%) Validators

SOL 14.32 73.79 4.74 8.06 -3.32 1,792

ADA 11.65 71.6 4.98 1.95 3.03 2,907

ETH 2.0 14.11 10.64 4.12 3.3 0.82 404,592

AVAX 4.55 64.78 8.77 5.34 3.43 1,333

DOT 4.72 51.89 14.1 10 4.1 297

Table 2: Staking comparison of leading proof-of-stake platform blockchains (as of 26.06.2022)

Source: SEBA Bank
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Since stablecoins are the backbone of the crypto economy now, the following is the market 
share distribution among different US dollar stablecoins operating in the market. USDC 
has become more popular over the last year, gaining market share from USDT. 

5.  
Decentralised Finance (DeFi)
Among the decentralised finance assets we cover, AAVE has performed the worst for the 
month, generating a negative return of 46%, followed by YFI, down by 23%, and LINK by 
16%.

Following the incident of Celsius halting all user activities, MakerDAO voted to cut off lending 
platform Aave’s ability to generate DAI against derivative token stETH because 50% of the 
DAI borrowed on Aave was by Celsius and collateralised by stETH. This indicates the risk to 
DeFi apps as well, created by the current insufficient risk management practices of select 
CeFi entities. Further, Aave continues to build its social media protocol called Lens protocol 
with a community-centric approach.

Synthetix (SNX) recorded over USD 200 million in trading volumes on 20 June as its atomic 
swap product gained traction among traders. This was a significant increase compared to 
the average daily volume of USD 500k to USD 3 million. Synthetic ether (sETH) and synthetic 
dollar (sUSD) were the most active trading pair during this time. The token SNX was up more 
than 100% during the same day but has since corrected and is down 3% on a 30-day basis.

Uniswap (UNI) is down only 4% for the month, as it overtook Ethereum in the amount of gas 
fees paid. Further, Uniswap acquired NFT aggregator platform Genie to integrate NFT trad-
ing along with ERC-20 trading. Uniswap will also be doing an airdrop to anyone who has used 
genie before 15 April 2022, and its snapshot has already been taken.

In the wake of the liquidity crisis felt by the entire crypto ecosystem over the last couple of 
months, it’s essential to understand the critical differences between centralised and decen-
tralised finance platforms. The following table highlights several essential characteristics.

# Characteristics CeFi DeFi

1 Asset Custody Delegated Custody Self-custodial

2 Access Permissioned Permissionless

3 Transaction History Opaque Transparent

4 Regulation Regulated Semi-regulated

5 Portfolio Denomination Fiat Currency Stablecoin

6 Customer Support Existent Non-existent

7 Counterparties Authenticated Pseudonymous

8 Fund Security Accountable Unaccountable

9 Composability Not Composable Composable

10 Software Development Closed-source Open-source

Table 3: Difference between CeFi and DeFi platforms

Source: SEBA Bank, Fundstrat

Figure 5: Market share of USD stablecoins

Source: SEBA Bank, Skew
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6.  
Conclusion
The full extent of the current liquidity crisis is not entirely behind us, given that we are still  
witnessing multiple centralised platforms halting user withdrawals, laying off employees, 
and raising money for survival. Thus, it is safe to say that the negative sentiment prevails in 
the market, making it difficult to predict the direction in the short term. The uncertain geo-
political scenario continues to dominate the overall financial ecosystem, increasing the risk 
of further high inflation, slow growth, and a recession. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this article, we continue to be cautious in our approach. 
We have nonetheless reduced our cash position to deploy capital as valuation is attractive. 
We are still constructive on leading assets, BTC and ETH, and are cautious on alternative 
platform coins, decentralised finance or metaverse tokens.

It’s important to note that even though the current market pain started with the fall of Terra 
Luna, a DeFi protocol, most of the liquidity crisis is being felt by centralised finance entities, 
mainly because of their non-efficient risk management practices. Most DeFi protocols are 
working as expected.
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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by SEBA Bank AG (“SEBA”) in Switzerland. SEBA is a Swiss bank and securities dealer with its Head Office and legal domicile in Switzerland. It is authorized 
and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). This document is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a solicitation or 
an offer to buy or sell any financial investment or to participate in any particular investment strategy. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who 
is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or would 
subject SEBA to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 

No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document, except with 
respect to information concerning SEBA. The information is not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the financial investments, markets or developments referred to in the 
document. SEBA does not undertake to update or keep current the information. Any statements contained in this document attributed to a third party represent SEBA‘s interpretation of the 
data, information and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and interpretation have not been reviewed by the third party. 

Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual investments. There is no representation that any transaction can or 
could have been effected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect SEBA’s internal books and records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain 
assumptions. Different assumptions by SEBA or any other source may yield substantially different results. 

Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or investment is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise consti-
tutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions. Financial investments 
described in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Certain services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot 
be offered on an unrestricted basis to certain investors. Recipients are therefore asked to consult the restrictions relating to investments, products or services for further information. Fur-
thermore, recipients may consult their legal/tax advisors should they require any clarifications. SEBA and any of its directors or employees may be entitled at any time to hold long or short 
positions in investments, carry out transactions involving relevant investments in the capacity of principal or agent, or provide any other services or have officers, who serve as directors, 
either to/for the issuer, the investment itself or to/for any company commercially or financially affiliated to such investment. 

At any time, investment decisions (including whether to buy, sell or hold investments) made by SEBA and its employees may differ from or be contrary to the opinions expressed in SEBA 
research publications. 

Some investments may not be readily realizable since the market is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed may be difficult to 
quantify. Investing in digital assets including crypto assets as well as in futures and options is not suitable for every investor as there is a substantial risk of loss, and losses in excess of an 
initial investment may under certain circumstances occur. The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past 
performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. Additional information will be made available upon request. Some investments may be subject to sudden and 
large falls in value and on realization you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to pay more. Changes in foreign exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the 
price, value or income of an investment. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. 

SEBA does not provide legal or tax advice and makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon both in general or with reference to specific 
investor’s circumstances and needs. We are of necessity unable to take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs of individual investors and we would 
recommend that you take financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) prior to investing. Neither SEBA nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability 
for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising out of the use of all or any of the Information provided in the document. 

This document may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of SEBA. Unless otherwise agreed in writing SEBA expressly prohibits the distribution and transfer of 
this document to third parties for any reason. SEBA accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or lawsuits from any third parties arising from the use or distribution of this document.

Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SEBA. The information contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions 
could result in materially different results. SEBA may use research input provided by analysts employed by its affliate B&B Analytics Private Limited, Mumbai. The analyst(s) responsible for 
the preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of gathering, applying and interpreting market information 
The compensation of the analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by SEBA.

Austria: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking andfinancial activities in Austria nor is SEBA supervised by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Finanzmarktaufsicht), to which this 
document has not been submitted for approval. France: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in France nor is SEBA supervised by French banking and financial 
authorities. Italy: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in Italy nor is SEBA supervised by the Bank of Italy (Banca d’Italia) and the Italian Financial Markets Su-
pervisory Authority (CONSOB - Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa), to which this document has not been submitted for approval. Germany: SEBA is not licensed to conduct 
banking and financial activities in Germany nor is SEBA supervised by the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), to 
which this document has not been submitted for approval. Hong-Kong: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in Hong-Kong nor is SEBA supervised by banking 
and financial authorities in Hong-Kong, to which this document has not been submitted for approval. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person 
or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in Hong-Kong where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or would subject SEBA to any 
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This document is under no circumstances directed to, or intended for distribution, publication to or use by, persons who are not 
“professional investors” within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder (the “SFO”). Netherlands: This 
publication has been produced by SEBA, which is not authorised to provide regulated services in the Netherlands. Portugal: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities 
in Portugal nor is SEBA supervised by the Portuguese regulators Bank of Portugal “Banco de Portugal” and Portuguese Securities Exchange Commission “Comissao do Mercado de Valores 
Mobiliarios”. Singapore: SEBA is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in Singapore nor is SEBA supervised by banking and financial authorities in Singapore, to which 
this document has not been submitted for approval. This document was provided to you as a result of a request received by SEBA from you and/or persons entitled to make the request on 
your behalf. Should you have received the document erroneously, SEBA asks that you kindly destroy/delete it and inform SEBA immediately. This document is not directed to, or intended 
for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in Singapore where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation or would subject SEBA to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This document is under no circumstances directed to, or intended for distribution, pub-
lication to or use by, persons who are not accredited investors, expert investors or institutional investors as declned in section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of Singapore) 
(“SFA”). UK: This document has been prepared by SEBA Bank AG (“SEBA”) in Switzerland. SEBA is a Swiss bank and securities dealer with its head offce and legal domicile in Switzerland. It 
is authorized and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). This document is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an 
offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product.

SEBA is not an authorised person for purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act (FSMA), and accordingly, any information if deemed a financial promotion is provided only to 
persons in the UK reasonably believed to be of a kind to whom promotions may be communicated by an unauthorised person pursuant to an exemption under the FSMA (Financial Promo-
tion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”). Such persons include: (a) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments (“Investment Professionals”) and (b) high net worth bodies 
corporate, partnerships, unincorporated associations, trusts, etc. falling within Article 49 of the FPO (“High Net Worth Businesses”). High Net Worth Businesses include: (i) a corporation 
which has called-up share capital or net assets of at least GBP 5 million or is a member of a group in which includes a company with called-up share capital or net assets of at least GBP 5 
million (but where the corporation has more than 20 shareholders or it is a subsidiary of a company with more than 20 shareholders, the GBP 5 million share capital / net assets requirement 
is reduced to GBP 500,000); (ii) a partnership or unincorporated association with net assets of at least GBP 5 million and (iii) a trustee of a trust which has had gross assets (i.e. total assets 
held before deduction of any liabilities) of at least GBP 10 million at any time within the year preceding the promotion. Any financial promotion information is available only to such persons, 
and persons of any other description in the UK may not rely on the information in it. Most of the protections provided by the UK regulatory system, and compensation under the UK Financial 
Services Compensation Scheme, will not be available.

© SEBA Bank AG, Kolinplatz 15, 6300 Zug. 2022. All rights reserved.
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